
From Buddies to lifetime friends
Student organization that helps students on Erasmus and  creates

unforgettable experiences is looking at you to become a Buddy

An independent departure on Erasmus into a new country can sound kind of scary, so

we think it would be a lot easier if you had someone who could help you out with

moving around or recommend you the best places in the City.

As a part of a non-profit student organization called Erasmus Student Network (ESN)

Zagreb, you can join a programme named Erasmus Buddy whose aim is to connect local

students, and all other interested young people, with international students coming to

Zagreb. We feel that this way first weeks in a new environment, for an international

student, will feel a lot more relaxed and easy going.

It is known that the first few weeks can be pretty hard in any kind of exchange because

students are met with a new country, its culture, language and habits. It is because of

this reason that ESN Buddies exist - new friends whose aim is to help you out with

adjustment to the new environment. This can mean anything from touring around the

City to helping with paperwork and administration or simply going for coffee and

discovering all the secrets to student life in Zagreb. A Buddy is ready for anything that

comes their way!

Being a Buddy means experiencing the Erasmus spirit, but it also means creating

lifetime friendships on a one of a kind experience. Sometimes the roles can reverse and
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your Buddy can become an Erasmus in your city, then it is your job to do the best you

can to show them around just the way they did for you.

If you want to create unforgettable memories, find a friend for a lifetime and meet a

different culture inside and out, this is an opportunity for you and we invite you kindly

to join us! Apply until mid September over this link because new adventures await!
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https://papaya.iter-idea.com/#ESNZagreb

